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Abstract In times of global change biomass calculations and the carbon cycle is gaining in importance.
Forests act as carbon sinks and hence, play a crucial
role in worlds and forests carbon budgets. Unfortunately, growth models and biomass calculations
existing so far mainly concentrate on the aboveground part of trees. For this reason, the aim of the
present study is to develop an annually resolved 3D
growth model for tree roots, which allows for reliable
biomass calculations and can later be combined with
above-ground models. A FARO scan arm was used to
measure the surface of a tree-root segment. In
addition, ring-width measurements were performed
manually on sampled cross sections using WinDENDRO. The main goal of this study is to model
root growth on an annual scale by combining these
data sets. In particular, a laser scan arm was tested as
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a device for the realistic reproduction of tree-root
architecture, although the first evaluation has been
performed for a root segment rather than for an entire
root system. Deviations in volume calculations differed
between 5% and 7% from the actual volume and varied
depending on the used modeling technique. The model
with the smallest deviations represented the structure of
the root segment in a realistic way and distances and
diameter of cross sections were acceptable approximations of the real values. However, the volume calculations varied depending on object complexity,
modeling technique and order of modeling steps. In
addition, it was possible to merge tree-ring borders as
coordinates into the surface model and receive age
information in connection with the spatial allocation.
The scan arm was evaluated as an innovative and
applicable device with high potential for root modeling.
Nevertheless, there are still many problems connected
with the scanning technique which have an influence on
the accuracy of the model but are expected to improve
with technical progress.
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Forests contribute with 30% to Earth’s land surface
(Brunner and Godbold 2007) and, hence, forest
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biomass plays a crucial role in the global carbon cycle
(Cheng et al. 2007). 20–40% of total forest biomass is
accounted for by roots (Brunner and Godbold 2007)
depending on ecological conditions and tree species
(Le Goff and Ottorini 2001). Therefore, to accomplish
an overall biomass prediction for entire trees, forest
stands, and local and global carbon budgets, root
biomass calculations are crucial (Nielsen and Hansen
2006), and more precise calculations are needed
(Gärtner and Bräker 2004). Moreover, detailed analyses
regarding the annual development of root systems
would be an important task in tree-ring research and
for biomechanical studies. Whilst measurements of
various parameters in tree stems as annual ring-width
and anatomical variations are approved methods to
analyze past environmental conditions, the influence of
root systems on the development of these stems—or
vise versa—has widely been neglected so far (Gärtner
et al. 2009). In this regard, research concentrates on
growth variations of single roots for detailed environmental reconstructions on a local scale (Gärtner et al.
2001; Gärtner 2007) but is rarely related to the stem
development (Krause and Morin 1999; Drexhage et al.
1999). Although these measurements could be realized
for samples of all single roots of a system, there is no
possibility to reconstruct their exact position within the
system for further comprehensive analyses. For doing
so, precise models of the entire root system would be
needed.
Root systems can be modeled considering different
basic principles, at different scales and levels of
detail. Studies usually concentrate either on geometry,
topology, or biomass estimations (Danjon and Reubens
2008). Most models applied for biomass calculations
are either bound to certain species and management
methods or they rely on stand specific estimations
(Bolte et al. 2004; Le Goff and Ottorini 2001; Nielsen
and Hansen 2006). For these modeling approaches, the
root systems have to be exposed to capture and analyze
their volume and 3D structure. Hruska et al. (1999)
suggested using ground penetrating radar for monitoring
root development of unexposed root systems. However,
later investigations demonstrated that the resolution
of this technique and the special requirements
(e.g., homogeneous, dry soils) are not sufficient
to obtain a detailed picture of a root systems development (Stokes et al. 2002). Consequently, the exposure
of the entire root system is still essential for further
analysis.
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The use of a 3D-digitizer was successfully applied
to capture the geometry and topology of the roots to
acquire the architecture of exposed root systems
(Danjon et al. 1999, 2005). In this regard, a pointby-point exploration facilitates the measuring of the
length of single roots and branching in threedimensional space (Sinoquet and Rivet 1997). However, when it comes to volume quantifications models
based on digitizing are due to cylindrical or coneshaped root representations simplified approximations
and do not represent the surface structure in a realistic
way. Therefore, 3D models of root systems based on
high resolution laser-scanning data provide additional
and more comprehensive information about root
architecture (e.g., branching patterns as a base to
analyze tree anchorage) and, moreover, will shed light
on biomass developments as well as on spatial
patterns of the single roots. Furthermore, additional
knowledge about ecosystem processes will be produced
by including ring-width data and correlating the
combined data to developmental stages of the stem
(Gärtner et al. 2009).
A cost effective and time efficient way to capture
the 3D structure of complex structures such as root
systems is laser scanning (LS). The laser scanning
technique has been established in geodesy, architecture, archaeology, and engineering science in the last
decade and is frequently used in forestry. In this
context, airborne (Lim et al. 2003; Rossmann and
Bücken 2008) and terrestrial laser scanning (TLS)
was applied to analyze, e.g., the canopy structure and
stem density in order to describe the current state of a
forest stand as a base for management activities
(Aschoff and Spiecker 2004; Maas et al. 2008; Pfeifer
and Winterhalder 2004; Teobaldelli et al. 2008). In
this context, below-ground structures have been
mainly neglected except for two applications where
entire root systems were scanned using TLS systems
(Gärtner and Denier 2006; Gärtner et al. 2009;
Teobaldelli et al. 2007). More advanced systems are
scan arms which, in contrast to TLS, are not fixed to a
static position and thus have an optimum range for
scanning on short distances (up to 60 mm). Scan arms
reach higher accuracy and are supposed to reach even
better results in terms of volume computations than
TLS. According to Danjon and Reubens (2008) laser
scanning is stated to be the best available technique to
describe the surface and shape of roots existing so far.
However, the resulting model displays the time of
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uprooting and is thus unable to give additional
information regarding the spatio-temporal development
of the root system. On the other hand, understanding
anchorage, developmental processes, and possible shifts
in carbon storage between above and below-ground
parts of the trees, would represent a significant step
towards the development of a model showing the annual
development of a root system.
A project was started at the Swiss Federal Research
Institute WSL to develop a new methodology for
modeling of coarse root systems down to a size of
0.5 cm of single roots. To realize this, three main steps
are required: (1) capturing the 3D structure (architecture) of the entire root system in high resolution, (2)
measuring the annual development (ring-width measurements) of single root segments, and (3) combining
these data layers into a single, annually resolved spatiotemporal model of the entire root system. The successful
application of such a new method will for the first time
provide fundamental data for quantifying the belowground biomass and the annually resolved interrelation
between above- and below-ground productivity. In
addition, branching patterns and root length can be
retraced and analyzed within the model.
The study presented in this paper, concentrates on
the fundamental challenge of the above mentioned
project, namely on the development of an effective
way to integrate 2D ring-width data into the 3D
model of a root segment, which was captured by the
first time application of a scan arm. The successful
integration of ring-width data to such a model is a
basic requirement for all further analyses of root
system development.

Material and methods
Laser scanning technique
A Faro Platinum Scan Arm (FARO 2009) with a
reverse measuring principle was used to acquire the
3D structure of a root segment. The scanner device
itself is attached to an articulated arm with seven axis
and spherical working volumes, i.e. 3 translational
joints (circles with arrows in Fig. 1) are combined
with 4 rotational joints (360°) to enable a free
orientation of the scanning device mounted at the
end of the arm. The operator directs the scan device
interactively along the surface of the scan object.
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Within each joint rotary encoders are integrated,
who’s signals are processed and positional data are
sent to a connected computer (FARO 2009).
For this study, the scan device was equipped with a
FARO laser line probe projecting the laser beam as a
line on the surface of any object (Fig. 1, Table 1).
While emitting the beam line, an integrated camera
takes a picture of the shape and the exact position of
the line on the surface of the scanned object and
registers x/y/z-coordinates along the line (FARO
2009). Due to the calibrated and known length of
the segments and the highly precise goniometers the
position of the probes and laser scanner can be
determined (Merk 2007).
Before starting the scanning procedure, various
parameters influencing the scan procedure need to be
considered because they can possibly cause instrumental and non-instrumental measurement errors
occurring due to the experimental setup or because
of the properties of the scanned object (Schulz 2007).
Concerning the main non-instrumental errors the
intensity of the laser beam and the surface properties
of the scanned object need to be taken into account
(Schulz and Ingensand 2004). These errors are mainly
related to the distance between the scanner and the
object, because the amplitude of the received signal
influences the quality of the detecting range (Lichti et
al. 2005). Additionally, the angle in which the beam
tangents the surface of an object (angle of incidence)
influences the footprints of the beam on the surfaces.
Due to these deformations the point of reference
might not be well-defined and thus, distances might
deviate from reality. Therefore, simple shapes like
cylinders and objects of wood, metal and paper with
different surface characteristics (roughness, color, and
reflectance) were scanned, to quantify and eliminate
these possible errors. This was also done to become
aware of the test sensitivity related to different factors
as scattering- and shadowing effects (Lichti et al.
2005). Roots with a diameter less than 0.5 cm are
removed to avoid unnecessary hinders for the scanning procedure. The roots are stored at room
temperature before scanning them.
Due to obstacles and line-of-sight obstructions, it is
impossible to acquire the entire surface of a 3D object
from one scan direction (Schulz 2007). By using the
Faro arm, the object can be scanned from different
perspectives while the scanner software directly
arranges the single scans in the correct orientation.
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of
the scanning procedure. The
scanning device is attached
to an articulated arm with
3 translational joints
(arrows) which are
combined with 4 rotational
joints (360°). The laser
probe is emitting a beam
line to the object capturing
the data for surface
representation

For huge root systems with complex branching
structures it might be difficult to reach some of the
hidden parts and the scan arm has to be moved and
single scans manually registered.
Data processing
The possible detection errors discussed before may
cause false data points or outliers in the point clouds
(Schulz 2007). These outliers need to be removed
from data sets because they can cause serious
problems during modeling (Sotodeh 2006). This is
done by applying filter functions and modeling
techniques offered by Geomagic software to automatically reduce noise (Geomagic 2007). The influence
of these techniques on the resulting model was
examined by calculating deviations in volume comTable 1 Accuracy of point
and line measurements
using the Faro Platinum
Scan Arm and the laser line
probe

pared to a model with conservative filters. In any
case, filter techniques are indispensable since without
them no volume computation would be possible
(Wagner and Gärtner 2009a). For a basic test of the
accuracy of the model, water replacement tests were
done. The deviation of the calculated to the real
volume of the scanned simple objects was below 2%.
However, there is an explicit difference in the amount
of deviation depending on the particular shape of the
scanned object. With increasing complexity of the
scanned structures the deviation is increasing (deviations 5–7%) (Gärtner et al. 2009; Wagner and Gärtner
2009b). Bark can be particularly rough and has an
impact on the scattering of data points. Especially
when trying to generate a closed surface the roughness of the bark can have an impact on the meshing
procedure. Due to outlier detection and additional

Accuracy single point measurement
Accuracy of points for line measurement

50 μm
± 68 μm (distance 1.2 m)
± 76 μm (distance 1.8 m)

Effective scan width (length of line):
Near field

34 mm

Far field

60 mm

Points per line:

640

Scan rate:

30 Lines / second × 640 Points /
Line = 19200 Points / Second
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filtering the shape is getting smoothed. However, it
has to be considered that filter techniques as well have
an influence on the structure and morphology of the
models. These deviations and deformations may lead
to varieties of cross sections and could implicate
problems for later tree-ring integration. Due to that it
is necessary to decide for each particular point cloud,
depending on the degree of noise, which filters are
reasonable. To avoid problems for the following
integration of tree rings, it is necessary to keep the
shape as realistic as possible but minimize deviations
in volume compared to the actual root volume. In any
case, not all outliers can be detected by algorithms
available and some erroneous points have to be
removed manually. The number of outliers is dependent
on the filter technique used. After manually removing
parts which belong to other objects (e.g. the fixture) on
average 885 outliers out of 86498 points were detected
(1.02%). Removing these outliers took about 2–3 min
time.
For the ongoing modeling procedure a closed
surface representing the body of the scanned object
needs to be generated by wrapping the point cloud.
The Geomagic software offers two techniques to
generate these surface models, a triangulation method
and the NURBS (Non Rational b-Splines) technique
(Fig. 2) (Terzopoulos and Qin 1994).
Due to the shadowing effect parts of the object can
be underrepresented in the point cloud or zones
represented by noise need to be removed completely.
In these cases interpolation algorithms were applied to
fill the resulting holes in the surface model (Fabris et
al. 2007). Geomagic provides two main algorithms to
fill these holes: one is filling the holes by using a flat
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layer, the other is curvature based, filling the hole
taking into account the curvature of the surrounding
areas. The impact of these two interpolation methods
on the volume calculations was tested.
For this, different holes were cut artificially into
the surface of the root model. The sizes ranged from
1×1 cm to 3×7.5 cm and were placed in regions with
a high curvature as well as in regions with a flat
structure. Three different filling techniques were used
with Geomagic: one automatic (Fig. 3 a, b, e) and two
semi-automatic filling techniques (c, d, f). During the
two latter techniques a carrying skeleton was manually added and the remaining smaller holes were then
filled automatically. The application of hole-filling
techniques is case specific. For smaller holes automatic filling was in general sufficient whereas bigger
holes and holes with intense curvature of the
surrounding needed a semi-automatic approach.
Ring-width data
Discs were cut out of the root perpendicular to the
root axis to analyze the annual growth of the root
segment. Afterwards the disks are sanded to ensure a
plane surface. On each disc, ring widths are measured
along four radii according to standard techniques in
dendrochronology (Cook and Kairiukstis 1990) using
the software WinDENDRO (Regent Inst. 2004). In
general radii are positioned perpendicular to each
other. However, in some cases it was not possible due
to deformations or cracks and angles had to be
modified. WinDENDRO enables measuring ringwidth variations based on scan images of the polished
discs generated by a distortion free flatbed scanner.

Fig. 2 Point cloud representation of a root segment (left) and resulting surface models based on triangulation (center) and non rational
b-splines (NURBS, right)
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Fig. 3 Automatic (a, b, e) and semi-automatic (c, d, f) hole filling techniques applied to different hole sizes (a, b, e), with different
curvature degree (f) and carrying skeleton technique (c, d)

Radii measurements ranging from the outermost ring
boundary to the center of the root disc (Fig. 4a). The
output data of WinDENDRO are measured distances
(ring width) provided as text files and hence, lack of
coordinates.
For the following integration of the 2D ring-width
data into the 3D model of the root surface, it has to be
taken into account that the ring data are representing
the wood of the root only, while the surface model
also includes bark. Consequently, the thickness of the
bark at the outermost point of each radius also needs
to be added to the total length of each radius. Finally,
distances (s) between the outermost points of the four
radii (bark position) are measured additionally since
they are essential for later calculations of the correct
orientation of the radii (Fig. 4b) within the 3D model.
The position of each disc is then determined in the
3D surface model of the root and corresponding cross
sections are generated in Geomagic as 2D line
segments showing the circumference of the respective
disc. We marked the positions of the cross sections
with needles before scanning the entire root system,
representing later the corresponding reference points
(P1); compare Bert and Danjon (2006).

Moreover, it is possible at any time to cut
additional cross sections into the model and to extend
the amount of input data. The line segments are then
converted to a point object. While data points along
these cross sections are represented by x/y/z coordinates, the tree rings are measured in distances
and thus lack coordinates. The coordinates of the
starting points (P1–P4) of the radii and the single
rings (here: position of ring boundaries) need to be
calculated to finally combine the 2D ring-width data
and the 3D surface model. Trigonometric formulas
based on Gruber and Joeckel (2007) need to be
defined to determine the correct orientation of the
measured radii within the model. However, before
such calculations could be accomplished, the zcoordinates of the cross sections were set to be
constant in order to conduct calculations in a 2D
rather then in a 3D coordinate system.

Results
The radii including the ring-width data measured in
WinDENDRO were successfully integrated into the
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Fig. 4 (a) Root disc and
position of the four radii for
the detailed WinDENDRO
measurements of (b)
ring-width and distance of
the radii’s starting points;
(c) model cross section
indicating ideal starting
points and directions
(arrows) of radii and (d)
trigonometric parameters to
calculate the intersection
point PI and starting points
P3-P4 based on real
measurements

3D model of the root segment by keeping the correct
orientation of the single radii relative to each other.
The data of the four radii were oriented within the
section in order to represent the ring boundaries
within the respective cross section of the model. In
Geomagic, the position (x/y-coordinates) of the
starting point of the first radius including bark (P1;
Fig. 4c) was determined manually on the point
segment representing the cross section. The starting
point of the second radius P2 was then defined by
using the segment length s measured in WinDENDRO, which is the distance between P1 and P2 on the
real root disc (Fig. 4c). The intersection of s starting
in P1 and the line segment defined the position of P2.
The segment s and the radii r1 and r2 starting in P1
and P2 respectively, form a triangle (Fig. 4d). The
intersection of both radii represents the position of the
initial growing point (for roots: central cylinder) of

the cross section, the intersection point PI (Fig. 4c, d).
The segment p and the height (h) on s were calculated
in order to determine the position of PI (Fig. 4d).

p ¼ s2 þ r12  r22 =2s

s
r1 / r2

segment length between the starting points of
the two radii
length of radius 1 and 2, respectively


p
h ¼  r12  p2

p
r1

segment on s
length of radius 1
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The orientation of the radii (Fig. 4c) was then
calculated by using two auxiliary quantities, the
transformation constants a and o:

rw
r

a ¼ ðx2  x1 Þ=s

Based on this, ring-width data (distances) along the
radii were transferred into the coordinate system of
the corresponding cross section. As a result, every
tree ring boundary received its own x, y and constant
z coordinate.
As mentioned above, however, the root volume
computed using the models showed an offset compared to the actual root volume. This offset also
induced a considerable deviation between the shape
of the computed cross sections and the corresponding
actual shapes. Due to this deviation and the fact that
calculations for the integration of the ring-width data
were based on the data of the real cross sections, the
deformations may result in diverging positions of
radii within the cross sections. This could result in the
starting points P3 and P4 to be not always directly
positioned on the borderline of the cross section
(Fig. 5b).
The orientation of the four radii remained consistent to each other building up a radii complex, so that
angles between the radii as well as the ring-width data
matched the real values measured with WinDENDRO
(Figs. 4 and 5a, b). Hence, the entire complex of the 4
radii was reoriented within the cross section of the
model to find the correct orientation (Fig. 5c–e).
This optimization problem was solved for the cross
sections using a MATLAB program (MathWorks
2008) requiring as input parameters the coordinates
of P1–P4, the center point PI, the single radii and the
data points of the cross section.
The program first calculated the distances between
the outermost point of each radius to the respectively
closest point on the circumference. Afterwards the
mean value of the four distances was calculated as
well as the standard deviation of distances. This
standard deviation was then used to evaluate the
optimized configuration of the radii. A configuration
was defined by a translation vector (Δx, Δy) and a
rotation angle θ of the center of the radii complex
(PI). The values of Δx and Δy were both incremented
and decremented stepwise to evaluate different configurations. For each translation step (0.02 mm), the
rotation angle was also incremented or decremented
stepwise by 5°, but can be reduced case specific. The
maximal rotation angle around the center of the radii
complex was set ±30°. The circumference of the cross

o ¼ ðy2  y1 Þ=s
x1, y 1
x 2, y 2
s

coordinates of P1
coordinates of P2
segment length between the starting points of
the two radii

Finally, based on the formulas described above, the
coordinates of the intersection point PI, determined by
the position of the first two radii, were calculated.
Because the triangle can be created on both sides of
the segment s, two results for the intersection point
are possible. Obviously, the correct intersection point
is always the one lying within the boundaries of the
cross section. This fact was integrated as a constraint
in the programming procedure. The same calculations
were used to calculate P3 and P4, but then PI was
used as a second input value for these calculations.
yI ¼ y1 þ o»p þ a»h
xI ¼ x1 þ a»p  o»h

x1, y 1
h
p

coordinates of P1
height on s
segment on s

Consequently, the coordinates for the four starting
points of radii measurements and the growth origin PI
as well as the correct orientation of the radii in the
coordinate system of the model were known. Finally,
the coordinates of the ring boundaries (Rn) along the
radii were calculated as follows:
yRn ¼ yPI þ ðyPX  yPI Þ»rw=r

ð1Þ

xRn ¼ xPI þ ðxPX  xPI Þ»rw=r

ð2Þ

Px

Starting point of respective radius (P1, P2,
P3, P4)

distance ring boundary to PI
corresponding radii
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Fig. 5 (a) real cross section and position of radii; (b) radii
integrated into the model cross section based on trigonometric
parameters (compare Fig. 5) with two starting points intersecting
the segment line; (c, d) possible, but not optimized positions of

the radii within the model section (distance of the four starting
points to the borderline unequally distributed); (e) optimized
position of the radii within the model section (distances equally
distributed)

section acted as a constraint for valid configurations. In
particular, translation or rotation in a specific direction
was stopped as soon as the outermost point of one of
the four radii intersected the circumference of the cross
section.
Experimental results showed that the optimal
configurations were those which minimized the
standard deviation of the four distances between the
outermost points of the radii and the corresponding
intercepts on the circumference of the cross section.
For each cross section several configurations were
computed and evaluated with MATLAB. Figure 6
exemplifies the development of the standard deviation
for two of the cross sections during the rotation and
translation phase and the new optimized position
based on the smallest standard deviation. Depending
on the rotation angle, translation steps and shape of
the cross section the number of valid configurations
ranged from several hundred up to more than one
thousand. The equalized distribution of distances to
all four sides compared to the original data set with
radii oriented to one side is clearly visible (Fig. 6).
The output of the MATLAB script provided the
optimal values for the translation steps Δx and Δy
and the rotation angle θ based on the smallest value of

the standard deviation and finally the optimized
coordinates for all data points of the radii complex.
The optimized two dimensional cross sections were
then imported back to Geomagic which provided a
realignment function for objects and transform them
back into their original 3D coordinate system (Fig. 7).

Discussion
Compared to the static TLS systems used in former
studies (Gärtner et al. 2009; Wagner and Gärtner
2009a), the flexible scan arm used for the recent study
reduced the amount of missing data, caused by parts
not reached by the laser beam, to a minimum. The
rate of improvement in this regard could not be
quantified because it strongly depends on the complexity of the structure of the scanned object and the
distance between e.g., neighboring roots within the
system. As one solution to avoid such shading effects
the very dense and complex root systems could be cut
in sections and scanned separately (Danjon and
Reubens 2008). For the remaining data different
interpolation algorithms were tested by Fabris et al.
(2007), whose semi-automatic approach showed
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Fig. 6 Automated positioning of radii within the model cross
section exemplarily shown for two cross sections. Upper part:
Calculated standard deviation for all positions possible (left:
476; right: 1,225) in the respective cross section. Black line =
max/min values of all computed constellations; blue star =

smallest standard deviation. Lower part: Optimization of
respective radii position shown for two cross sections with
Matlab. (Black points = calculated radii; blue points: position
after optimization according to the lowest standard deviation,
blue star above)

Fig. 7 Approach towards interpolation between the cross
sections of the surface model (a); cross section with denoted
tree rings (averaged diameter of the cross section: 2.847 cm)
(b); cross sections aligned with 3D surface model. (c); nested

model of root segments containing different surfaces for age
classes (d) as a result of ongoing stepwise interpolation
between tree ring radii and cross sections
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results comparable to the accuracy of the laser
scanner, especially when using carrying skeletons as
applied in this study (compare Fig. 3). The point
clouds acquired via the scan arm showed, in general,
less noise than the point clouds of the TLS, which
resulted in a clearly smaller modeling effort (Wagner
and Gärtner 2009b). In contrast, the scanning procedure
itself was more time consuming. Therefore the
registration of single scans was not necessary anymore.
However, the scan arm satisfied our expectations and
provided an appropriate 3D surface model for following tree-ring integration.
The integration of ring-width data was successful,
but an optimization algorithm had to be applied due to
deviations and the surface model deviated up to 7%
from the original volume. Hence, it is questionable if
the ring integration is accurate enough to provide
reliable results. In contrast to most photogrammetric
devices, LS is not capable of scanning exactly the
same point again (Sinderberry 2007). Hence, it needs
to be taken into account that the extracted points
along the model’s cross section used for the integration
of annual ring boundaries are always approximations
and no absolute values, although the possible offset is in
a range of ±0.2 mm only.
Shapes of the cross sections often deviated from
those in reality. These variations might be caused by
the aforementioned offset in volume or applied filter
techniques. Here it is important to mention, that, if a
deviation occurs, this always results in a larger
volume, compared to the original. This is due to the
fact that the penetrating laser beam is not entering the
root object but is reflected by its surface and hence,
scattering always occurs in the same direction (off the
object). In addition, the cross section set in Geomagic
might already differ slightly from the position in
reality. The growth axis of roots is changing constantly and therefore it is difficult to cut in the exact
angle. Besides the system was cut and cross sections
were sanded for tree-ring measurements and thus
might have caused non-orthogonal cross sections.
However, the radii and their orientation to each other is a
highly accurate system based on the measurements in
WinDENDRO (precise up to 1/100 of a mm) (Regent
Instruments Inc. (2004)). It is still questionable, if the
offset and deviations of the cross sections are a
comprehensive basis for the model developed here.
So far the global carbon cycle is still poorly
understood and no accurate biomass models exist
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(Heimann and Reichstein 2008), especially no
annually-resolved models collecting biomass data on
an annual basis. In these terms a new field has been
entered. Moreover, many growth models rely just on
two cores per tree for the entire tree system. The
approach shown in this study is already providing
additional information by setting the ring-width data
into a spatial context. An optimization algorithm was
able to compensate deviations of radii within the cross
section. These deformations do not affect the geometry and dimensions of the radii themselves. The
orientation of radii remains consistent to each other
(angles between radii as well as ring-width data).
Moreover, the barks of the roots were included during
the scanning procedure which gives a certain tolerance
since bark thickness is quite variable.
Even though scanner devices are not yet depicting
the object in a ratio of 1:1 it is likely that soon a
higher accuracy will be achieved by LS or other
related techniques. Furthermore, it needs to be
considered that the technique is still new and at least
for root-modeling applications the best technique to
describe the surface and shape of roots available so
far (Danjon and Reubens 2008). No other device used
for root studies was able to depicture big root systems
in such an accurate way. Hence, laser scanning is an
important technique for further coarse-root studies.

Conclusion and perspectives
It was shown that the acquisition of three dimensional
structures of exposed coarse root systems was
possible by using scan arms. Moreover, it is possible
to fully integrate the age information into the model
and it will be possible to replace the point clouds from
today’s scanner generation with the once in future.
Due to a high acceptance of laser technique on the
market the technical development of laser scanning
devices is fast. The companies try to fulfill customer
requirements and are developing rapidly new devices
and will soon gain higher accuracy and fewer errors
(Sternberg 2007). Thus, the effort of integrating the
rings into a surface model is fully justified. In fact, the
aim is to develop a model which can easily be
adapted to the newest stand of technology. Future
investigations need to show if this model based on
terrestrial laser data is applicable for an entire root
system rather then for a root segment and even for
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several root systems for comparable root studies. For
example if the expenditure of incorporation into
software is justifying the model. The biggest expenditure of work is not the data acquisition itself but the post
processing of data and the incorporation into software
(Brenner 2007).
The basic problem of spatiotemporal modeling of
these root systems could be solved by the successful
integration of two dimensional ring data into the 3D
model of a root segment.
The next step will be to enlarge the approach to
integrate the entire ring structure into the model, to
interpolate between those cross sections (Fig. 7) and
finally, to generate a closed surface for every single
year. The implemented radii are essential for ongoing
interpolation techniques. Although the calculated
volumes from the models based on LS data are
diverging from the actual volumes, it is likely that in
near future higher accuracy will be achieved and it
will be possible to substitute point clouds from the
current scanner generation with those from future
scanners. Thus, the idea is to create a model, which
can always be adapted to the present state of
technology and fully justifies the effort of integrating
the rings into a surface model. Another important
improvement of the model could be to add in future
topological information to the 3D model, i.e. define
automatically individual roots and branching points,
to be able to perform architectural analysis and
separate for example sinkers from horizontal surface
roots.
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